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1. ABOUT THE COFFEE SUB SECTOR

Uganda is ranked as the first among commonwealth

coffee producers, second in Africa (after Ethiopia)

and the seventh largest coffee producer in the world.

Uganda grows two types of coffee namely Robusta

and Arabica. For Robusta alone, Uganda is the

largest producer in Africa. Coffee is the second

largest valued commodity in international trade

(after petroleum) and most widely traded among

tropical agricultural commodity. In the East African

Community, Uganda remains the lead exporter of

coffee, closely followed by Kenya and Tanzania.

In FY 2020-2021 Uganda coffee exports hit a record

of over 6 million 60kg coffee bags worth US$559m

(UGX 1.9 trillion), the highest total for 12 months

ever. The improved performance has been attributed

to an increase in production on the account of newly

planted coffee trees and favourable weather. Under

the Coffee Road Map, the Government aims at

accelerating coffee exports to 20 million bags per

year by 2025. (Source: UCDA, October 2021).

Under the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry

and Fisheries (MAAIF), the Uganda Coffee

Development Authority (UCDA) is a government

agency mandated to promote and oversee the

coffee industry by supporting research, promoting

production, regulating the quality and marketing.

UCDA came into existence with the passing of

Coffee Statute of 1991 by the National Resistance

Council following assent by H.E the President on July

12, 1991. Following decades of total state control of

the sector, the coffee industry was fully liberalised

between 1991 and 1992. The statute was amended

to establish the UCDA Act 1994 to address issues

that had emerged. The Act mandated UCDA to

oversee the coffee subsector. Further changes were

introduced in 2013 when the National Coffee Policy

was approved by Cabinet. Regulation of the sector

remains the responsibility of Uganda Coffee

Development Authority (UCDA) that oversees

farming, harvest and post-harvest handling, grading,

cupping and certifies all export shipments. 

The programmes of UCDA are in line with the

government framework, which is guided by and

aligned to Vision 2040, the third National

Development Plan (NDP III), the National

Agricultural Policy (2013), MAAIF’s Agricultural

Sector Strategic Plan (ASSP 2020-2025), National

Export Development Strategy (NEDS), Medium

Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF), the

National Coffee Policy (2013) and the new

National Coffee Development Strategy (2020-

2025).

2. WHY A NEW LAW?

Various changes have taken place in the Coffee

Sector that necessitated an amendment of the

Coffee Act 1994 and these included the following:

i. Bringing the old Act in alignment with the

National Coffee Policy, 2013.

ii. Elaboration of the UCDA mandate of regulating

the entire coffee value chain (including both on-

farm and off-farm activities) right from production

up to export.

iii. Promoting research, good practices, access to

credit, marketing, extension services, organization

of farmers as well as domestic consumption and

coffee tourism.

iv. Bringing the Act into alignment with the Public

Finance Management Act 2015, incorporate

changes brought about by the Coffee Road Map

2025, the National Development Planning

dispensation aimed at actualization of the National

Vision 2040.
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3. WHAT ARE THE NEW CHANGES IN THE COFFEE LAW, 2021

The following are the 10 main new changes brought about by the new Coffee law:

iii. Article 30: Application for, and Registration of

all coffee farmer organizations and coffee

cooperatives; Already there are many farmer

groups and cooperatives in Uganda. But in order to

effectively regulate the coffee sector, the UCDA

shall require all coffee farmer organizations and

cooperatives to register. UCDA shall then

establish a register (in a way of updating the

current register), all coffee farmers, other coffee

organizations and cooperatives and issue a

registration number. 

iv. Articles 30 (5) and 31 (2) Promotion of Apex

Bodies to represent Coffee Value Chain Actors; In

order to address the challenges facing coffee

value chain actors, UCDA shall promote the

formation of Apex Bodies to represent and

advocate for the interests for each of the

categories of the coffee value chain stakeholders.

v. Article 34: Application for and Registration of

coffee processing factories; In order to ensure

quality, planned production and processing

capacity, number and location of warehouses as

well as skills mix of employed personnel, UCDA

shall keep the register of coffee processing

factories and issue a certificate of registration on

payment of a registration fee.

vi. Article 35: Powers to issue licences. UCDA

shall on application issue the following licences;

Pulpery operator’s licence, coffee buyer’s licence,

coffee grading licence, coffee processors, coffee

exporter’s licence, coffee roaster’s licence, a

brewer’s licence and a coffee shop operator’s

licence; coffee store or warehouse operator’s

licence; coffee huller operator’s licence and coffee

extractor’s licence.
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Full name and address of coffee nursery operator

or seed garden operator

Land ownership, size and type on which there is a

nursery or seed garden

District, Sub-county, parish or village in which the

coffee nursery or seed garden is located.

i. Article 26: Registration of coffee farmers; It was

deduced that it would be difficult to regulate the

sector without knowing who is growing what type of

coffee, when and where and on what acreage and in

what volumes and quality. This is why it is important

to register all coffee farmers for traceability. It is also

important for planning, extension service

forecasting, and on-farm support. As an output of

this process, UCDA is to establish and maintain a

National Register of Coffee farmers. Registration of

coffee farmers is not to levy a tax on them. It is

instead part of the global best practices for planning

and regulation. UCDA shall not charge fees for

registration of farmers.

ii. Article 29: Application and Registration to

operate a coffee nursery or seed garden; All persons

that wish to operate a coffee nursery or coffee seed

garden shall apply to the UCDA in writing, seek and

obtain authorization to do so. The purpose of this law

is to ensure that the UCDA is able to inspect, assess

the soil type, variety type to be planted by a coffee

nursery operator or seed garden operator. Upon

satisfaction, UCDA will issue a certificate to operate

renewable annually. At the end of every financial

year, UCDA will keep a record of:

This is important in ensuring that any person or

entity that wishes to operate a coffee nursery or

seed garden obtains proven and certified materials

from a certified coffee nursery or coffee seed

garden to ensure quality right from the start of the

value chain.



vii. Levy on coffee exports: The Authority shall levy a

charge not exceeding 2% on the Free on Rail or Free

on Track or other form of acceptable contract price

of the export of coffee. The revenue from this levy is

to facilitate UCDA and make it a more self-sustaining

entity in the long term.

viii. Article 44: Coffee Auction System; Under the

operationalization of this new law, UCDA shall

establish a coffee auction system. It will serve as an

alternative method to the current day-to-day

methods of selling coffee. Instead of buying and

selling of traders, farmers or any other interest party

may enter an auction system at on-going prices and

trade and sell under the auction rules. Should any

player or actor feel the auction offers a more

lucrative deal, then the system is there to support

such an initiative to curtail market arbitrage or

exploitation that is brought about by ‘middle men’

who use market information asymmetry or lack of

sales information to exploit coffee farmers through

offering of low prices.

ix. Article 14: Changes to the UCDA Board and

Executive; Under the new law the Board shall be

governing body of the Authority appointed by the

Minister in Charge of Agriculture and shall recruit the

UCDA Managing Director. The Board shall constitute

10 people a third of which membership shall be

women representative of ministries including:

Chairperson, the MD of UCDA, representatives from

ministries of finance, agriculture, and trade. Others

shall be representatives from: National Agricultural

Research Institute (NARO), farmers, coffee

processors, roasters as well as exporters. 

x. Article 53: Offences and Penalties. Penalties shall

accrue to entities that contravene the Act in the

following ways:

i. Operates an unregistered coffee nursery or coffee

seed garden;

ii. Sells or distributes substandard or diseased

planting materials;

iii. Harvests or is found in possession of immature

cherries or strips them off a coffee tree;

iv. Roasts or packages non-coffee material as

coffee;

v. Poorly stored cherries cause coffee to wrinkle

and fold;

vi. Sets up a store or warehouse that does not

meet the requirements for storing coffee;

vii. Being a processor but does not have a husk

chamber or store;

viii. Operates a huller without a licence or an

approved structure;

ix. Deals in coffee for internal marketing without a

licence or in contravention of this Act.

Penalties shall accrue to persons that contravene

the Act in the following ways:

i. Operate coffee processing  without a licence.

ii. Handles or processes wet coffee with a mixture

content above 15%.

iii. Dries coffee on the bear ground.

iv. Processes coffee without a valid licence.

v. Tampers, replaces, removes or in possession of

a security seal of UCDA without authorization.

vi. Replaces inspected with uninspected coffee.

vii. Boils, contaminates or rough hulls coffee.

viii. Adulterates coffee or is in possession of on

adulterated coffee including mixing coffee of

different types or mixing coffee with non-coffee

material.

ix. Denies access or blocks an inspector or staff of

the authority or fails to render minimum

assistance to an inspector.

If you commit these offenses, you may after

conviction become liable to either payment of

20,000 currency points or eight years in prison or

both.

UCDA shall under the law confiscate and destroy:

i. Coffee spread dry on bare ground;

ii. Molded and wrinkled coffee;

iii. Wet coffee beans with moisture content

exceeding fourteen (14%) being held or processed

by any person.
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Increased awareness about the law will
lead to embracing and appreciation of
its rationale.
Boosted incomes increasing quality of
life

Many farmers may not be willing to
formalize coffee production and  may
shun coffee growing and business 
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4.  WHO ARE POTENTIAL WINNERS AND LOSERS?

The table below shows potential winners and losers from the enforcement of the National Coffee Act

(2021) 

Category Anticipated Positive Impact Possible Negative Impact

Farmers Increased availability, affordability,
accessibility of extension services. 
Increase in yields as a result of higher
productivity as a result of access to
regulated inputs (seed, seedlings,
fertilizer).
Increased incomes providing higher
opportunities to venture in enterprises.
Increased employment especially for
the youth and women.

Added farmer management cost to the
register only in associations,
cooperatives 
Introduction of new seed varieties
replacing indigenous ones that could
lead to erosion of indigenous coffee
varieties 
Disinterested farmers who may shy
away from registration and miss out on
support services.

Farmer
Institutional
Level

Enhanced group marketing and
bargaining power there by increasing
the market value for farmers including
use of auction system.
Easier channels to support to farmer
associations and cooperatives reached
in groups and reducing transaction
costs
Formalization of the coffee sector
making it better to regulate due to
enhanced registration of various actors
along the coffee value-chain.

Possibility of farmer institutions and
cooperatives replacing role of ‘middle-
men’ and knocking them out of coffee
business.
Associations and cooperatives and
groups may not favour the idea of
coffee auction viewing it as threat to
their running contracts with farmers
and export entities and missing its
benefits

District Level District Extension services enhanced to
reach more farmers with knowledge
data arising from registration
Easier to trace and reach farmers as a
result of supported traceability (as an
outcome of farmer registration) making
it easier to fight pests and diseases that
affect coffee

Needed technical effort to sustain
research and other extension services
to all farmers in the district (and with
associated cost implications)

Community
Level

Private Sector Reduction in adulterated coffee 
Strengthening of the value chain that
increasing confidence in trade 

Dealers in adulterated coffee if
apprehended face prosecution arrest
and hence losses to sector.

Political ramifications especially as a
result of interpretation of the law e.g.
on farmer registration and increased
levy on exports.

Increase export earnings and from the
export levy
Better regulation of the coffee sector
leading to compliance with the Act

Government
(UCDA, MAAIF
and other
MDAs)



7. Local Governments: Ensure the production and

marketing departments support extension

services to farmers related to use of coffee seed

and seedling; on-farm knowledge provision and

provision of technical support for coffee

production.

8. NAADS/OWC: Continue to support provision of

seedlings and other inputs to coffee farmers

under quality specifications as established

9. Coffee Organizations and Institutions: Promote

10. Farmers: grow quality coffee for themselves or

under contract from coffee cooperatives

organizations or companies and ensure gradual

strengthening of the coffee value chain system

and enhanced household incomes.

11. CSOs, NGOs and Development Partners:

Continue to support farmers, and all value chain

actors to increase on-farm and off-farm

productivity that safeguards the tranquility of

already globally acclaimed Uganda coffee pure

taste, and brand it nationally, regionally and

globally. For Details contact ACSA and UCDA on

addresses at back of document.
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5.  KNOW YOUR ROLE IN THE COFFEE ACT 2021

1. Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and

Fisheries through UCDA:     Undertake and oversee

the enforcement of the Act and advise Government

on attendant regulations that enhance the

environment for the coffee sector 

2. National Agricultural Research Organization:

Develop modern high-yielding coffee varieties for

commercial production; maintain developed

varieties and produce coffee variety; work with the

private sector and farmer groups in joint variety

development, and dissemination of coffee research.

3. National Plant Genetic Resources Centre: Ensure

genetic diversity and conservation; oversee and

undertake agricultural research in plant genetic

resources and related matters; sensitizes the

population on plant diversity conservation and

promotes utilization of indigenous plant genetic

resources of coffee. 

4. Directorate of Agricultural Extension Services:

Facilitate farmers’ access to knowledge skills and

information; support development along value

chains through selected public private partnerships

in agricultural extension and ensuring enhanced

adoption of improved coffee varieties and planting

materials by farmers.

5. UCDA Board: Advise the minister on the National

Coffee Act and its implementation; establish system

of oversight committee through technical

committees to respond to issues pertaining this law.

6. National Variety Release Committee (under NSB):

Release new coffee varieties and ensure entry into

the seed multiplication programme is done for the

varieties to be available.

Ugandan coffee and

sector interests through

information sharing

advocacy and farmer

rights; assist government

through funding training

and technical assistance;

complement government 

efforts in coffee

production and marketing

systems.
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